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WHEN IT RAINS
DAVE WARNER
October • $34.99
For a detective distracted by  
a free-spirited new lover, it is  
a shame crimes are as plentiful 
as wet-season rain. When 
Detective Inspector Clement’s 
sergeant is beaten up and a 
woman is assaulted, it seems 
the two perpetrators may be 
the same. But when a hand 
is discovered in crocodile-
infested waters, the suspect 
list is suddenly wide open,  
and the killer nowhere to be 
seen.
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CUTLER
DAVID WHISH-WILSON
September • $34.99
When undercover operative 
Paul Cutler investigates the 
disappearance of a young 
Australian marine scientist, 
he discovers a slew of much 
darker crimes – but how will 
he now escape, trapped on a 
distant water fishing vessel? 
Praised by Tim Winton as  
‘a ripping page-turner about 
shameful secrets just across 
the horizon’. 

Sign up to the Fremantle Press 
enewsletter online at fremantlepress.
com.au using the QR code to the left.

NON-FICTION 
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HOW TO DO IT IN THE GARDEN
SABRINA HAHN
October • $49.99
With over three decades of horticulture and garden design expertise, Sabrina Hahn knows 
how to get Australians ‘doing it’ in the garden. From getting down and dirty with soil to 
growing organic edibles and other plants to handling bugs and pests, gardners of all skill 
levels will discover just how seductive nature can be. Focusing on sustainability, biodiversity 
and managing the effects of climate change, Sabrina’s endless inspiration and practical 
problem-solving will entice you to get a little handsy and get things growing’.

BOOKS YOU MIGHT HAVE MISSED

ALSO AVAILABLE BY THE AUTHOR 

9 781925 164107 9 781925 815702
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PRIZE CATCH
ALAN CARTER
October • $34.99
When Niamh is killed in a hit-
and-run, her grieving widow, 
Roz, wonders if it really was an 
accident. Meanwhile, former 
soldier Sam Willard is starting 
life afresh, working at a 
salmon farm. But with old war 
crimes allegations resurfacing, 
and murderous thugs on their 
trail, Sam and Roz must form 
an uneasy alliance in their 
quest to find out the secrets of 
Big Salmon and the country’s 
military elite.

ALSO AVAILABLE BY THE AUTHOR 

9 781925 815986

ALSO AVAILABLE BY THE AUTHOR 

9 781760 9910129 781925 1611759 781925 591392 9 781925 164459

9 781925 8165709 781925 1622579 781922 089205 9 781925 5917989 781921 888519

9 781925 816259 9 781925 816693 9 781925 5910719 781925 816297
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JASPER CLIFF
JOSH KEMP
September • $34.99
People have a habit of 
vanishing from Jasper Cliff 
– the place where Lachlan’s 
brother was last seen. As 
Lachlan drives north to look 
for Toby, he is drawn towards 
this tiny outpost, and to 
a place called The Rift, 
where the secret of Toby’s 
disappearance may be 
revealed. A blood-chilling 
tale from the winner of the 
Dorothy Hewett Award and 
Ned Kelly Award for Best 
Debut Crime. 
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INVISIBLE BOYS (TV EDITION)
HOLDEN SHEPPARD
October • $22.99
In a small town, everyone thinks they know you: Charlie is a hardcore rocker, who’s not as 
tough as he looks. Hammer is a footy jock with big AFL dreams, and an even bigger ego. 
Zeke is a shy overachiever, never macho enough for his family. But all three boys hide who 
they really are.

Plucking and eating homegrown, sun-
ripened fruit is about the sexiest thing 
you can do in the garden. The smell 
of sugar, the gorgeousness of richly 
coloured fruit, and the flavour bomb in 
your mouth is truly sensual on all levels. 
Not to mention the immense satisfaction 
of knowing you created this food from 
seed or seedling. Why wouldn’t you want 
to experience this in the privacy of your 
own garden? 

As a kid, we had days set aside for picking 
peaches, apricots and plums, when the 
excess fruit was preserved and the whole 

family got involved in harvesting and 
cooking. You may not be surprised to 
know that much of the fruit never even 
reached the preserving jars. 

Pollination is an important part of life 
in the garden, and even more so when 
it comes to fruit and nut trees. A sound 
knowledge of the birds and bees is good 
for everyone, and will be an added 
bonus when it comes to keeping your 
trees productive over the years. Cross-
pollination – from insects, birds, even the 
wind – encourages variety and could also 
result in better quality fruit. Win-win. 

EDIBLESEDIBLES
FRUIT AND NUTS

There’s nothing like a good nibble

Route between Asia and the Middle East. Walnuts 
are chock-full of good-for-you nutrients like healthy 
fats, iron and B vitamins, so sprinkle them with 
abandon over your carrot cake! 

Walnuts are an elegant tree, growing up to 30 m 
high (thought that takes about 100 years) and while 
they are self-fertilising, the male flowers are on 
hanging catkins and the female flowers are small 
and round and may open up at different times, 
making pollination difficult. So it’s ideal if they are 
grown in a pair.

The most commonly available walnut in Australia is 
the English or Persian Walnut, which should produce 
nuts within 3–7 years. It is vitally important to keep 
up the watering when the tree develops its nuts or 
they will shrivel. And no one wants shrivelled nuts. 

The Black Walnut (Juglans nigra) exudes a 
chemical called juglone from its root system that 
suppresses the plant growth of nearby trees. Not 
all plants are susceptible, but if you do want this 
variety, I suggest planting it somewhere it can have 
plenty of space.

Macadamias are from the Proteaceae family, 
which explains why they have long, wide-toothed 
leaves with prickly edges. They are a beautiful tree, 
with long sprays of self-pollinating white blooms, 
that flower over a nine-month period from June 
to March. Like almonds, they rely on bees as an 
important pollinator. 

Macadamias are pretty adaptable and shade 
tolerant. That being said, the trees need to grow in 
free-draining soil with added humus or compost. 
Be careful not to use a heavy phosphorus fertiliser; 
an NPK mix of 13:2:13 applied in small doses from 
early spring to late summer would suit. They need 
ample water in summer for good nut production, 

and nuts usually fall when ready for harvest. When 
harvesting, remove the outer husk as soon as 
possible, or they will go mouldy. 

Pecans (Carya illinoinensis)
Native to North America, the pecan is the official 
state tree of Texas. (The word ‘pecan’ is a Native 
American word of Algonquin origin meaning ‘nut 
requiring stone to crack’.) Commercial crops 
were brought to northern New South Wales by an 
American pecan-growing family, and we now have 
some of the largest pecan orchards in the world. 

They are a very large, deciduous tree, growing 
to 30 m in height and 10 m in width, and are 
exceptionally long-lived; some wild trees in America 
are over 1,000 years old. They make for a wonderful, 
straight-trunked, open canopy shade tree, with 
compound leaves that turn golden in autumn. 

They grow in a wide range of soil types and climates, 
but moisture and good soil is imperative to good 
nut production. Pecans need deep, well-drained, 
improved soils and long dry spells, but a reliable 
source of water over the long-term. They send down 
a massive tap root in their first few years, so if you’re 
going to purchase one, make sure it’s small. They’re 
a bit slow to nut, taking up to eight years to produce, 
but the tree is so beautiful and the nut so delicious 
that it’s worth the wait. 

Pecans like it hot – the hotter the better – as long as 
they get water during the summer months. Pecans 
are wind-pollinated (so they aren’t reliant on bees 
or other insects) and produce both male catkin-like 
flowers and fluffy female flowers on the same tree. 
You wouldn’t think so, but harvesting the nuts on 
such a big tree is easy – when they ripen in autumn, 
just let them drop to the ground. That’s if you can 
beat the birds to them.  

Walnuts (Juglans regia) 
Walnut origins are a little harder to pin down since 
they have moved around so much. But it’s believed 
they have Persian roots and travelled along the Silk 

Ripe walnuts bursting through fruit on a tree

Macadamia nuts before harvesting
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The Stan Original Series Invisible Boys 
is now in production.
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One boab nut was very excited and 
wriggled about hoping to fall before all of 
the others. Just as his stem broke from the 
parent tree however, a very strange thing 
happened. An eagle flew down from a great 
height and swooped below the branches of  
the tree right at the moment the nut was 
falling to the earth. 

The eagle was so big he did not even notice  
he had a passenger. 

There was nothing little Boab could do  
but nestle into the warm feathers and  
enjoy the ride.

The mice all stopped and looked at him. ‘Where did you 
come from?’ they asked.

‘I live in the desert country up north,’ he replied.

The mice were ever so curious. They gathered around to 
hear the story of Boab’s great adventure. 

‘We belong to the hopping mice family that live in 
different areas right across the country. You might know 
some of our cousins, the spinifex hopping mice, they like 
the desert. We are the forest dwellers.’

They told Boab that hopping mice throughout the land 
shared a common language which is why he could 
understand them.Boab was very happy to meet the 
hopping mice and relieved to be able to tell his story and 
be understood. Boab also told the mice about the tall 
trees ignoring him.

‘They think they are so important because they are so 
tall but if they didn’t have us little animals to keep the 
forest floor healthy they would not survive. We are all 
important,’ said the mice, ‘you too!’

In the early morning Boab was woken by twittering and squeaking. 
There were mice running and hopping around trying to work out what 
he was. He suddenly realised he knew some of their language.

‘I am a boab,’ he called out loudly.

MINDS WENT WALKING
PAUL KELLY’S SONGS 

 REIMAGINED

‘I like to see my songs walking 
around every which way,  

dressed in different clothes, 
talking different ways.  I wave  
to them and they wave back.’

PAUL KELLY

Stories by 
Claire G. Coleman,

Mirandi Riwoe,
Jock Serong

and more

PICTURE BOOKSANTHOLOGY
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SPINNING AROUND: THE KYLIE PLAYLIST
EDITED BY KIRSTEN KRAUTH & ANGELA SAVAGE
November • $34.99
This year’s musical muse is Australian icon Kylie 
Minogue. Join 23 writers as they share new, original 
works inspired by Australia’s highest-selling female 
artist of all time. From crime to memoir and from Kylie’s 
1987 debut ‘The Loco-Motion’ to her newest release 
‘Tension’, this is a book for music lovers from all walks 
of life. Contributors include Grace Chan, Eileen Chong, 
Nathan Curnow, Chris Flynn, Nick Gadd, Dmetri Kakmi, 
Kris Kneen, Julie Koh, Kirsten Krauth, Jes Layton, Patrick 
Marlborough, Thuy On, Adam Ouston, Alice Pung, 
Angela Savage, Holden Sheppard, Andrea Thompson, 
Carrie Tiffany, Lucy Treloar, Christos Tsiolkas, Ellen Van 
Neerven, Emma Viskic and Jessica White.

THE BOAB TREE
HELEN MILROY
October • $24.99
Little Boab is lost and far, far from home. Surrounded by tall, 
unfriendly trees, he feels all alone. But the friendship of some of 
the small forest dwellers gives him hope. With a little luck, some 
canny planning, and the help of his new friends, Boab might 
just find his way back to country. Award-wining, bestselling 
Indigenous creator Helen Milroy is a master storyteller and her 
vibrant digital artwork captures the colours of country.
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ALSO AVAILABLE 

SAY HELLO
RENAE HAYWARD AND REBECCA MILLS
October • $14.99
Renae Hayward and Rebecca Mills are back with another wonderful 
read-aloud baby book to share. Exploring all the things babies love to 
do – from splashing water to tickling toes, shaking a rattle to making 
a muddy mess – there is something for every child in this inclusive, 
interactive delight. 
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ALSO AVAILABLE

SSPPIINNNNIINNGG  AARROOUUNNDD
The Kylie Playlist

Stories by 
Carrie Tiffany 

Alice Pung 
Holden Sheppard 
Christos Tsiolkas 

Ellen Van Neerven 
and more

EDITED BY
KIRSTEN KRAUTH AND 

ANGELA SAVAGE

FICTION
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A WRECK OF SEABIRDS
KARLEAH OLSON
September • $34.99
When Briony first meets Ren, he is standing in the 
freezing sea at the edge of their tiny town. Ren hasn’t 
been home for a decade, but is back to look after his 
dying father. Briony can’t leave, forever hoping that her 
missing sister will one day reappear. But Sarah and her 
friend Aria have been stranded on a desolate island far 
off the coast. And the longer they’re trapped there, the 
less alone they seem. 

MIDDLE READER FICTION
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THE SECRET OF  
THE STONE
KATHRYN LEFROY
October • $17.99
When Olive and her friends 
find a mysterious stone and 
discover it grants one wish 
per week, they think their 
dreams (and world peace) 
are within reach. But 
other people will stop at 
nothing to take the stone 
from them and, with their 
loyalties on the line, how 
much are Olive and her 
friends willing to risk?

ALSO AVAILABLE  
BY THE AUTHOR 

HOUSE
BARKING GECKO
October • $24.99
House is a contemporary fairytale that brings together a lonely little house and an even 
lonelier child. Together, they find what they are missing. Because sometimes all you need 
is a little shelter from the storm. Inspired by the Barking Gecko Theatre production of the 
same name and co-published by them, the intricate, multi-layered artwork created by set 
designer Charlotte Lane brings the fantastical world of House stunningly to life.H
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9 781925 815412 9 781760 991739

9 781760 991869

9 781760 9928429 781760 992156

9 781760 993382

9 781760 993924

AWARD-WINNING FICTION  
YOU MIGHT HAVE MISSED
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THE LAST LIGHT HORSE 
DIANNE WOLFER 
ILLUSTRTRATED BY  
BRIAN SIMMONS
October • $24.99
Featuring the Australian 
Light Horse Regiments 
during WWI, this is a story 
about the thousands of 
warhorses sent overseas to 
battle, and the only one that 
came back. The Last Light 
Horse is a sophisticated 
and emotional illustrated 
novel that offers insights to 
Australia’s military history.

ALSO AVAILABLE BY THE AUTHOR 

More than 136,000 Australian horses were sent overseas 
to fight during the First World War. 

Just one came home.

From the high country of Victoria to the desert sands of 
Egypt, from the waters off Gallipoli to the battlefields of 

France, this is the extraordinary story of Sandy, 
the only returning warhorse.

@FremantlePress

More from this series

Notable Book 
Children’s Book 

Council of Australia

Shortlisted 
Crystal Kite Award 

9 781925 591224 9 781922 0891379 781921 696572

NEW

EDITION

BOARD BOOK

And then, just like that, 
         the little girl and the little house
                                          were both alone again.

ALSO AVAILABLE


